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Abstract— Railway level crossings have high impact on urban
mobility, both for what regards safety of passengers and citizens and
for the complex interactions with road traffic and congestions.
Indeed, rail crossing can be a place of numerous and severe
accidents, having causes ranging from faults in barrier closing to
incorrect behavior of pedestrians and drivers. In addition, changes in
closure times (due e.g. to train delay) might result in unpredictable
effects on normal road traffic flows that can propagate from the
crossing zone to nearby areas and, even, to other geographically
distant parts of the city.
These issues cannot be addressed unless with the help of an
intelligent transportation system integrating both information on train
and vehicular flows, whose introduction is the main aim of this paper.
In particular, we propose an integrated system named SIMPLE
(Railway Safety and Infrastructure for Mobility applied at level
crossings) that, while providing superior 24/7 safety in railway level
crossings, collects data on rail and road traffic and provides valueadded services to citizens and commuters (including for example
alerts, via variable message signs (VMS), to drivers and suggestions
for alternative routes) towards a more sustainable, eco-friendly and
efficient urban mobility.
SIMPLE includes an in situ monitoring platform made of networked
devices of various typologies. In particular, besides conventional
COTS sensors, it uses specially designed radar sensors to detect and
early notify, through the railway signalling network, obstacles on the
level crossing area as well as a network of pervasive smart cameras
based on Internet of Things (IoT) paradigms for assessing traffic
levels on roads around the city. A modular and standard-based
service control unit integrates data collected in situ together with
other information obtained through the connection to third party
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services e.g. to railway operator for real-time train traffic data. On the
base of adaptive models, learned from the context, prediction on
barriers closing times and road level of service are derived, together
with suggestions for alternative routes, so as to mitigate the impact of
rail crossing closure. Besides being divulgated through VMS, such
provided information can be accessed by the users using smartphones
and via the web.
The proposed system has been tested and validated during an
extensive trial held in the mid-sized Italian town of Montecatini, a
paradigmatic case where the rail network is inextricably linked with
the fabric of the city. Results of the tests are reported and discussed.
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